Abstract

This ESG Technical Review documents hands-on testing of the Exabeam Security Management Platform (SMP), Exabeam’s modern security information and event management (SIEM) platform. We focus on how Exabeam Cloud Security Services, Data Lake, Advanced Analytics, Entity Analytics, Incident Responder and Case Manager empower security operations center (SOC) and incident response (IR) analysts to be timelier and more effective in responding to threats and attacks.

The Challenges

In ESG’s 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, 40% of respondents noted that improving security and risk management capabilities is one of the considerations they believe will be most important in justifying IT investments during the year (see Figure 1). Fifty-eight percent of respondents stated that they will increase their cybersecurity spending in 2019 over what they spent in 2018, showing that this area continues to be top of mind for organizations in light of ongoing high-profile data breaches and ransomware attacks.

One challenge that continues to plague IT organizations is overcoming the lack of in-house cybersecurity skills. ESG research reveals that 53% of respondents note this as one of their areas with significant skill gaps. With the ever-growing amount of data that SOC and IT personnel must analyze to uncover and resolve threats quickly, keeping skill sets up to date remains difficult. The skills gap threatens the ability of organizations to implement budgeted cybersecurity projects, and organizations will need to consider investing in developing skills and seeking products that improve operational efficiency.

Figure 1. Most Important Considerations in Justifying IT Investments—Top Five Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consideration</th>
<th>Percent of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improves security/risk management</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves customer experience</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improves business process</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces operational expenditures</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases employee productivity</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To address this skills shortage, it is critical that an organization have tools and processes that allow it to bring new SOC and IR analysts onboard quickly, with less training time. This requires tools that will correlate activity across the attack surface—covering endpoints, networks, cloud services, and users—to detect threats, allowing analysts to focus on threat hunting.
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1 Source: ESG Research Report, 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, February 2019. All ESG research references and charts in this technical review have been taken from this research report unless otherwise noted.
identification, and resolution. Additionally, these tools will incorporate security analytics that will educate analysts on recurring threats and assist in automation through playbooks for timelier incident response.

The Solution: Exabeam Security Management Platform

The Exabeam platform is built on a modern, scalable, big data infrastructure, and uses data science, machine learning, and behavioral modeling for advanced analytics designed for comprehensive insider and entity threat detection. Exabeam Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics provide insider threat detection, tracking anomalous behavior and lateral movements within an organization while monitoring cloud services, machines, devices, and IoT assets. Automated incident response and case management are employed to enable teams to respond to security incidents rapidly and with less effort. The foundation of the platform is the Exabeam security Data Lake designed to store all event logs at a predictable flat price. The Exabeam enterprise SIEM solution is designed to allow security teams to focus on quickly identifying and responding to security threats rather than manually analyzing the sea of data logs their environment generates. Figure 2 shows how these tools fit into Exabeam’s overall solution.

Organizations are now collecting data generated by endpoint, network, IoT, and security devices from both internal networks and the cloud. The user and application activity can result in petabytes to be processed. Organizations may incur increased log collection, storage, indexing, and search costs unexpectedly. To address the ever-growing amount of data that challenges today’s organizations, Exabeam offers its Data Lake. Exabeam designed Data Lake to scale. Built on ElasticSearch, an open source stack of software tools, Data Lake scales by simply adding nodes. And instead of charging by GB of data (storage capacity), Exabeam charges by user to address cost issues. Thus, the customer is free to leverage any amount of data for ongoing security monitoring, enabling analysts to stay ahead of potential threats.

The Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics modules, along with Incident Responder and Case Manager, provide additional security breach detection and response capabilities. The UEBA component ingests data collected by the Data Lake and constructs Smart Timelines based on what it deems normal and abnormal user activity. Smart Timelines are designed to automatically combine sequence, behavior, identity, and scope into a preprocessed object that can be instantly retrieved whenever needed—when threat hunting, for example. The underlying rules and models are continuously trained as the platform ingests more data. Exabeam offers these analytics to decrease the manual work done by security analysts to construct such timelines today, thus decreasing the time to respond to potential security breaches.

Case Manager and Incident Responder allow an organization to orchestrate and automate the appropriate responses to security-related events. Usually, security analysts must prioritize responses because they are unable to address all events in
a timely manner. With Case Manager and Incident Responder, analysts can create automated workflows to address recurring incidents. As a result, analysts can decrease response times as well as manual errors.

**Data Lake**

ESG first reviewed the capabilities of the Data Lake. We navigated to the screen as shown in Figure 3. An analyst begins a session by viewing the summary screen that displays the number of logs collected in discrete time intervals.

**Figure 3. The Exabeam Data Lake**

In the search bar at the top of the screen, we typed an asterisk to see all logs that had been collected in the last 15 minutes. The number of logs is noted and reported every 30 seconds. The analyst could choose to see log counts over a longer period of time by clicking on the down arrow of the menu to the right of the search bar.

On the left-hand side of the screen, the Data Lake lists logs based on category, along with the tags associated with them and associated counts. To use a log view that highlights security-relevant data from individual log details, we clicked on the **Enhanced** tab. Each log shows the specific value noted for each tag. ESG Lab then clicked on the **Web** filter to limit search results to web proxy logs. The search results are shown in Figure 4. We saw those logs that contained the term “Web” within their detailed records.
Figure 4. Enhanced View of Logs Generated by Search on “Web”

ESG then proceeded to examine the Collector Management screen in the Data Lake, as shown in Figure 5. We clicked on one collector and viewed details associated with it. Analysts can create custom data collectors or edit them in bulk using Beats or Exabeam-defined templates. ESG clicked on one collector related to logs from Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Datacenter to view its attributes. Collector attributes included CPU and memory usage and configuration details, such as tracked events and number of events collected in a given time period. Viewing these attributes can help analysts monitor how active certain collectors are and determine the health of the endpoint and the logs being collected.

Figure 5. Collector Management Screen

Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics

ESG next reviewed the capabilities of Exabeam’s analytics modules. We navigated to the screen shown in Figure 6. Exabeam’s dashboard displays summary statistics across the top, including users, assets, sessions, events, and cumulative count for anomalies. We noted that the analyst can create user watchlists to monitor (e.g., account lockouts). Other watchlists can focus on listing users associated with events, such as those infected with malware. The analyst can leverage user-specific watchlists to isolate sources of potential security threats. The tool will assign a risk score to each user and entity that denotes how risky an individual’s activity is to the organization. Assigning risk scores allows the analyst to identify and monitor potential security breaches more quickly.
ESG also saw that Exabeam updated this dashboard with two cards named “My Incidents” and “Incidents In My Queues.” These cards display data from Case Manager to list out those cases that are of highest priority to address from both an individual analyst and analyst team perspective. An individual can also edit a case assigned to an individual by clicking on the person icon next to the incidents in the “Incidents In My Queue” card.

The dashboard also highlights the results of its Advanced and Entity Analytics in the “Notable Users” and Notable Assets” cards. Exabeam escalates these results based on a user or entity’s risk score crossing a predefined risk threshold, indicating it may be involved in a security incident. Clicking on the file icon next to each source on these cards, ESG saw all incidents related to the source, enabling an analyst to further assess the source’s security risk.

Using its Smart Timeline technology, Advanced Analytics will stitch together all alerts and events involved in a security incident into a machine-built incident timeline. For an analyst, this saves the time involved in gathering evidence and assembling it into a timeline and allows her to focus more on higher value tasks like interpreting the results and responding to the incident.
In addition to the example above, Advanced Analytics includes built-in content for detecting insider threat activity, i.e., an employee purposely attempting to exfiltrate sensitive information. Figure 8 shows a timeline for our user, Frederic Weber. Again, the timeline leverages the Smart Timeline technology to combine results from the Advanced and Entity Analytics, lateral movement tracking (tracing potential attacks as they occur over time), and risks associated with these events for an individual user. ESG noted that this timeline construct can increase analyst productivity when investigating a specific user, rather than using multiple sources (e.g., spreadsheets of incidents, log files, and IP addresses) to find these incidents and correlating them to assess an individual’s security risk to the organization.

**Figure 8. Insider Threat Session Timeline**

Threat Hunter

Threat Hunter allows analysts to create sophisticated search queries without learning proprietary search query languages. It generates Smart Timelines as search results instead of discrete log events. This greatly improves analyst threat hunting speed and makes threat hunting accessible for junior analysts (see Figure 9).
Finally, ESG reviewed the capabilities of Case Manager and Incident Responder. Exabeam designed Case Manager and Incident Responder specifically to track incidents (called cases) under review and automate corrective activities should specific incidents occur, respectively. We navigated to the screen shown in Figure 10 to view a list of outstanding cases. Incidents can be pushed or pulled into Exabeam’s Case Manager from many sources such as an existing SIEM, Exabeam’s analytics solutions, a ticketing system, or other security products. As seen in Figure 10, the Case Manager generated a list of incidents. An analyst can also create a new incident by clicking on the **New Incident** button in the top right-hand corner. The tool can automatically open incidents for any notable user discovered by Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics. Generating incidents helps the analyst to spend more time on fixing issues as opposed to creating incidents to address. An analyst can obtain specific details about an incident by double clicking on the incident title, such as the incident associated with the user *Gary Hardin*. Details include incident source, affected IP addresses, and actions taken by the tool to resolve the incident. Additionally, the analyst can view the rules used by Exabeam for the resolution.

Exabeam also helps the analyst to track metrics associated with incident resolution (as shown in Figure 11). ESG navigated to the metrics home screen to view the various metrics tracking incident resolution. We noted that these metrics can help individual analysts and analyst teams to examine their performance according to parameters such as new versus closed incidents, incident type, and resolution status.
Via Incident Responder, Exabeam also helps the analyst to partly or fully automate responses to incidents encountered, depending on the nature and severity of the incident. The analyst can also leverage playbooks, which are defined and automated procedures for dealing with incidents. For incidents common to many organizations, Exabeam provides prebuilt playbooks. For incidents specific to an organization, an analyst can build a playbook using Exabeam’s visual playbook editor, as shown in Figure 12.

The playbook editor enables the analyst to create partially or fully automated resolution procedures for incidents not addressed by those playbooks that Exabeam already supplies. Instead of resolving incidents manually, an analyst can now easily create and automate new procedures via playbooks, rather than learning a new programming or scripting language. The playbooks can now run in the background without the analyst searching actively for specific incidents. The playbook editor can help the analyst construct ways to address specific incidents more easily, thus helping again to increase productivity while reducing the organization’s security risk profile.

ESG also observed the ease with which specific actions or playbooks can be run for specific incidents. From a specific incident listed in the Case Manager, we clicked on the View Workbench button. We saw that an analyst can run either a specific action or playbook previously defined by a user or supplied by Exabeam (see Figure 13).
Figure 14 shows an example of an actual incident playbook, for **Frederic Weber**, who has been flagged as a notable user. The playbook determined that **Frederick** was infected via a suspicious email, identified the sender and other recipients, identified other emails from that sender, and reported the risk of the attachment based on analysis by the Cisco ThreatGrid sandbox.

**Figure 14. Exabeam Incident Playbook**
Why This Matters

Legacy SIEM products are increasingly unable to keep up with the rising number of data breaches and cyberattacks. Beyond aggregating data and analytics into one repository, today’s SIEM products are evolving to enable analysts in consuming and processing security data in real time. As organizations continue to grapple with a gap in cybersecurity skills, SOC and IR analysts struggle to identify and resolve breaches quickly, placing the organization’s information assets at significant risk.

Exabeam offers seven modules—Data Lake, Cloud Connectors, Advanced Analytics, Entity Analytics, Threat Hunter, Case Manager, and Incident Responder—that allow analysts to focus on issue identification and resolution. Leveraging its Smart Timeline technology, the products stitch together disparate data from endpoint, network, and security devices, and combine it with user and application activity into timelines that track individual user activity, whether the user is logging into an organization from an internal network or the cloud. Exabeam’s products also enable an analyst to identify and resolve issues more quickly by leveraging analytics to search continuously for recurring patterns of security breaches and automating responses to those breaches via prebuilt or customized playbooks.

ESG reviewed the user interfaces and capabilities of the Exabeam Security Management Platform. We verified that the Data Lake notes cumulative log activity over time and provides details for individual logs under various categories. We then verified that the Advanced and Entity Analytics modules can create timelines of user activity or activity from other sources to detect potential breaches, removing the need for an analyst to construct such timelines manually. With Threat Hunter, ESG found that organizations can quickly identify risks associated with specific activities within these timelines. Finally, ESG verified that the Case Manager not only allows an analyst to note reported incidents but also generates incidents uncovered via the analytics engine. The Incident Responder helps organizations to automate responses to similar incidents as they occur in the future, decreasing an organization’s overall security risk profile. All three tools work together to increase operational efficiency and the effectiveness of analysts.

The Bigger Truth

While organizations are encountering an increasing threat of cyberattacks, they are facing the challenge of closing the cybersecurity skills gap. Any continuing investment in cybersecurity should include tools that will increase the SOC and IR analysts’ efficiency in identifying and resolving issues, or the business will risk losses in both revenue and brand equity.

The Exabeam platform uses data science for behavioral modeling, machine learning, and advanced analytics designed for comprehensive insider and entity threat detection, leveraging a modern, scalable big data infrastructure. Exabeam Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics provide insider threat detection, tracking anomalous behavior and lateral movements within an organization while securing cloud services, machines, devices, and IoT assets. Automated incident response and case management are employed to enable teams to respond to security incidents rapidly and with less effort.

ESG verified that the Data Lake collects and aggregates data efficiently from disparate devices and user and application activity, both from the internal network and the cloud. The analyst can leverage the Data Lake to investigate activity in a consolidated manner and identify potential problem areas, rather than spending time aggregating data from various logs into a digestible format.

The Advanced Analytics and Entity Analytics tools construct Smart Timelines using Data Lake data and enabled ESG to view activity from both a user and timeline point of view. By detailing user activity in this manner, an analyst can identify risky behavior, affected assets, and potential root causes more quickly, shortening response and resolution time.

Finally, ESG looked at Case Manager and Incident Responder and confirmed that they facilitate automated responses to resolve security issues. This ultimately allows an analyst to focus more on resolution as opposed to issue identification.
ESG validated that Exabeam’s Security Management Platform helps organizations overcome the cybersecurity skills gap with end-to-end detection, analytics, and response capabilities. For organizations that want to move beyond the capabilities of legacy security information and event management (SIEM) platforms to gain more complete visibility into threats in their environment and orchestrate intelligent, automated response, it would be smart to take a close look at Exabeam’s Security Management Platform.